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Abstract

Any engineering designs can be viewed as systems, i.e., as collections of several components
whose combined operation provides useful services. Components can be heterogeneous in nature and their
interaction may be regulated [5] by some simple or complex means. Interface between Hardware &
Software plays a very important role in co-design of the embedded system. Hardware/software [7]
co-design means meeting system-level objectives by exploiting the synergism of hardware and software
through their concurrent design. This paper shows how hardware & software interfaces [3] can be
implemented using synchronous interface design.
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Introduction

Hardware/Software interface design
supports the simultaneous of both hardware and
software to implement a desired function. It is
widely used in design of Embedded System. With
hardware and software interface design, a system
specification is divided into hardware and
software parts according to the system
architecture.[12]

Embedded System usually requires high
performance at low cost. To meet such
requirements in application, powerful chips, such
as Micro-Processors (MP), Micro-controllers
(MC) and Digital Signal Processors (DSP), and

high level programming languages are used for
the software design.[8]

Synchronous Interface design

The synchronous interface is used for
synchronous communication between the software
component and the hardware component of an
embedded system.[11]

In synchronous interface, a flag is introduced
to synchronize the parallel execution of its hardware
component and software component, i.e., a
communication can occur only after the flag is set
indicating both sender and receiver are ready for it.

The behaviour of a flag Q is described by the
following Verilog module

1 module Flag( S, R, Q );

2 input S, R ;
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3 output Q ;

4 reg Q ;

5 always @ (posedge S or posedge R)

6 begin if (R) Q = 1’b0; else Q =

1’b1; end

7 endmodule

where the flag is set by the positive edge signal from €S
and reset by the positive edge signal from R.

Synchronous Input Interface for Processor

The hardware component of the synchronous
input interface is made up of the flag and the primitive
input interface.[4]

The behavior of the hardware interface can be
described by a Verilog program as shown.

1 ‘define BUSwidth 8;

2 wire [‘BUSwidth-1:0] x;

3 tri [‘BUSwidth-1:0] y;

4 wire g, set;

5 reg F;

6 Data_input syn_input( x, y, g );

7 Flag synin_flag( set, g, F );

Its structure is shown below

Figer 2: synchronous input interface

The software component of the synchronous
interface inputs data from the hardware component,
and is devised as a procedure sync_read ( v,c,RD )
where the parameter v is the holder of the input
message, c is the selected address and RD is a control
signal for reading which is defined as follows

Here, the program waits for the flag F to be set
to indicate availability of an input data on the data
Bus. The reset wire of the flag is linked to the control
wire g, which is driven by the control signal RD. The
assignment ctrl_Bus := RD in the procedure
Data_Read( v,c,RD ) has the effect of resetting the
flag.[2]

The synchronous multi-input interface is also
composed of the hardware interface and the software
interface. It consist of multi-input interface and a flag
indicator.[1]

The software component of the synchronous
multi-input interface invokes the procedure
sync_read( v,c,RD) to read the data from the multi-
input hardware interface synchronously.[10]

Figure 3: synchronous multi-input interface

Synchronous Output Interface for Processor

The hardware of the synchronous output
interface is made up of the primitive output interface
and the flag indicator.[6]
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1‘define BUSwidth 8;

2 wire [‘BUSwidth-1:0] x;

3 reg [‘BUSwidth-1:0] y;

4 wire k, reset;

5 reg F;

6 Data_output syn_output( x, y, k );

7 Flag synout_flag( k, reset, F );

Its structure of the synchronous output interface is
shown below

Figure 4: synchronous output interface

The software component of the synchronous
output interface is responsible for writing data to the
hardware component, and coded as a procedure
sync_write(e,d,WR) where the parameter e is the
output message,d is the[9] selected address and WR is
a control signal for writing

In this program, the data can only be written
after the flag F is reset. Notice that in the hardware
component the set wire of the flag indicator is linked
to the control wire k of the latch, which is driven by
the control signal WR. The assignment ctrl_Bus:=WR
in the procedure Data_Write(e,d,WR), has the effect of
setting the flag F.[13]

The architecture of the hardware component
of the synchronous multi-output interface is similar to

that of the hardware component of the synchronous
multi-input interface.

Figure 5: synchronous multi-output interface

where the output destination is chosen using the
address value.

The software component of the synchronous
multi-output interface is the same as that of the
synchronous output interface.

Conclusion

This paper shows how to build the
synchronous input and output interfaces for
processor. The technique discussed in this paper
can  also  be  used  in  design  of  various  links
between the components of the hardware/software
mixed systems.
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